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“Do you think that global stock markets are in a bubble now?” 

 
 

Gary Mishuris, CFA 
Managing Partner, Chief Investment Officer, Silver Ring Value Partners 

There are three tiers to the current equity markets in the U.S. There is clearly a Bubble tier of 
companies being wildly speculated in by "professionals" and retail investors alike. There is a tier 
of good businesses that is very expensive, but perhaps justifiably so if their fundamentals prove 
as good as hoped for and interest rates stay low. And then there is the inexpensive tier, which 
usually has one or more real or perceived problems with the business that is causing market 
participants to mark down the stock price. 

 

 
Jakub Skryja  
Portfolio Manager of VAULT OPF, Art of Finance investiční společnost  

Short answer is no. Market or asset is deemed to be in a bubble when its price is so unjustifiably 
high that the expected return is way below the return one would expect or get elsewhere. 
Current price of any asset correlates with its expected return. Expected return depends on 
couple variables, especially on the expected risk-free interest rate. Thanks to global central 
banks policies we have low current and expected interest rates, so the expected return of all 
assets is much lower than the long-term average. Through the lens of the average, the market 
might seem a bit expensive, through the lens of the current and expected rates, I don’t think the 
stock market as a whole is in a bubble. There are couple disturbed segments of the market where, 
given the prices one can observe (>25x EV/Sales for example), the expected return is much lower 
than the expected market’s return and therefore they might be in a bubble (i.e. recent IPOs, 
SPACs or some stocks in emerging technologies). However, the stock market as a whole is 
currently not in a bubble in my opinion and it is far from it. 
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Tomáš Pfeiler, CFA   
Portfolio Manager, Cyrrus 

I believe stock market valuations are elevated but not necessarily at levels consistent with 
bubble territory. The covid-19 is just a temporary shock and vast monetary and fiscal stimuli 
justify huge upward move in prices. Earning yields of main equity indices still offer a sufficient 
premium over government bond yields. However, positioning is becoming quite difficult. 
Stock-picking approach must be much more selective than couple of months ago. This week has 
shown that meaningful corrections will be much less frequent than it the past. Central banks 
seek to assuage markets after just a mild correction. This makes buy-the-dip trade virtually 
impossible. 
 

 
 

Jakub Caithaml  
Equity Analyst, WOOD & Company 

Clearly, there are warning signs – the enthusiasm of retail investors, the elevated valuations 
despite the still challenging underlying backdrop. But as long as the central banks remain 
accommodative, any weakness may prove short-lived, a buying opportunity. In the US, the 
stimulus package has brought inflation debate into spot-light. If FED allows the yield curve to 
steepen further, we may see a more pronounced sell-off, but it is far from clear it would – hence 
the steep valuations. In Europe, ECB has been signaling it will remain dovish even in face of the 
uptick in CPI we are bound to see in coming months – and a reflation, combined with the ultra-
supportive monetary backdrop, wouldn’t be bad for equities. The key risk, in my view, lies a bit 
further down the road – cushioned by the monetary and fiscal stimuli, the latest downturn 
didn’t result in a balance sheet adjustment we would usually see during a crisis. A lot of weak 
firms will have survived. And the EU is not really addressing its long-term structural growth 
problems. This could mean the next downturn is not that far away, and – because of the lack of 
the cleansing effect of the last one – once it comes, it may be a serious one. 
 

 

Martin Pavlík  
Portfolio Manager, Conseq Invest New Europe Equity Fund, Conseq Investment 
Management 

I wouldn´t say that global stock markets are in a bubble. We can see that some parts of the 
market are extremely expensive, that is true. But regional markets in the Western Europe, CEE 
or GEM are reasonable valued close to or below their intrinsic values. European equities are 
around fair price with regards to expected earnings growth for this and next year. Also monetary 
support will not be trimmed soon. Global emerging markets provide exposure for catching up 
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developed world metrics. On the other hand for now I see a bubble on some technology or e-
commerce stocks that performed extraordinarily in the previous year. Many of these companies 
are skyrocketing just because they have revenues, but no profits. For how long will investors 
have faith with these stocks? 
 

 
 

Jan Vejmělek  
Chief Economist and Head of Economic & Strategy Research, Komerční banka 

Whether or not global stock markets are currently in a bubble will be known in the future. It is 
typical of financial market bubbles that we only know of their existence when they burst. The 
question is also how to define a bubble at all; even the detachment of price development from 
reality and fundamentals does not necessitate a significant price drop. Measured, for example, 
by the P/E ratio, US stock markets appear in particular to be relatively expensive. Personally, 
however, I would not call the situation a bubble, and I would not expect a significant correction 
soon. What has supported stock indices so far will still be with us: an extremely relaxed 
monetary policy combined with fiscal packages. To this will be added other encouraging news 
from the US or the UK regarding the ongoing vaccination and the gradual return of (not only) 
economic life to normal. However, only when the central banks start thinking about starting 
the long road to normal will we see a possible correction on stock markets – a correction, not a 
bursting bubble. Until then, in my opinion, it is still far away; investors have few alternatives 
for their investments in addition to stocks at present. 

 

 

Pavel Muchna 
J&T Finance Group 

There are certainly many signs the global stock markets could go over its skis, global equities are 
in their highs in terms of valuations based on historical data and thus a correction may be on its 
horizon. However that does not mean there is generally a bubble in markets, taking into account 
all those stimulus packages from central banks. Two main triggers that could lead to a serious 
unwinding across equities are still missing in my view. These include an earnings collapse and a 
potential monetary tightening. Other major risks include a COVID relapse, immediate tax hikes, 
some tech regulations and retail-led financial instability. The probability of all these events is 
low according to me. Hence, I see the current markets as frothy, very volatile and due for a 
correction but not generally a market bubble leading to a serious crash. For sure there are 
individual stock bubbles which will deflate as mainly retail investors get burnt. 
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Miloš Lang  
Co-owner Pech & Partneři – investment advisory services in the Czech Republic 

Yes and No. Yes because of valuations. No because of further earnings estimates, especially in 
the second and third quarter of the year. The market is completely mystified by monetary supply 
and fiscal stimulus and nobody cannot specify a fair value. I am not scared about short term 
stock rally because of easy money and improving pandemic conditions. The right question is 
when the party is going to be over? We are in the debt bubble again, definitely. We will see a real 
crisis in the coming years based on uncertainty and massive government distrust in the whole 
developed world. 

 

 

Jan Záhumenský  
Investment Analyst, Sirius investiční společnost 

Yes, by many ordinary valuation measures (such as P/E ratio and the Warren Buffet’s indicator 
of Total Market Capitalization/Gross Domestic Product, which recently hit an all-time-high) it 
does appear that global stock markets are in a bubble. These measures are distorted by actions 
of the global central banks, including massive quantitative easing which in turn has pushed the 
interest rates to record lows. Because interest rates are one of the key components for equity 
valuation models, the sustainability of the current market valuations is dependent on 
sustainability of current low-interest-rate environment. The second key component in 
valuation formulas is an expected earnings growth rate. We can clearly see that investors in 
certain type of industries (mainly in technology) are making unrealistic growth rate projections, 
which in our view fully meets the definition of a bubble. 

 

 

Piotr Palenik 
Portfolio Manager, Opoka TFI 

I think we have a bubble although I admit I thought the same a long time ago. Honestly, I would 
prefer the word “balloon” to “bubble”. The more you pump the better it looks. Because you have 
no clue whatsoever when it explodes you are tempted to pump just a bit more. So central banks 
and governments are pumping money. Consumers are happy. Investors are happy. 
Corporations are happy. The problem is that the real economy is simple: it’s all about balance. 
At the end of the day the real demand for goods and services must be balanced with the real 
supply via market price. When it does not there is a correction in prices (goods or investment 
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assets) or … a “correction” of economic rules. People start talking about new paradigm that 
cancels “old economy” principles. During dot-com bubble it was “new technologies have no 
limits”. Before GFC it was “housing prices will not fall”. Now it is “the central banks will always 
print”. 

 

 

Matúš Strážnický  
Investor 

No. In Jason Zweig’s, Devil’s Financial Dictionary – to bubble, means to cheat or trick. As a noun, 
“bubble” was a synonym for someone who had been robbed or defrauded. Are the markets being 
cheated, tricked, or defrauded? Today is the age of free and immediate information, how can 
one be tricked or cheated in this environment? The answer could be, that the more investors 
(are they investors?) are being cheated – lose recklessly money in the market (and they 
acknowledge it) the closer to a bubble we might be. Bubbles are hard to spot, the usual tread with 
caution applies. This always separates the investor’s voice from the vox populi. I knew a 
seasoned senior banker, who kept repeating – there is too much cheap money in the system. 
Unprecedented times bring unprecedented measures in monetary policy. Does the monetary 
expansion contribute to asset price inflation? The narrative is changing from we are not sure to 
it is likely. All right, but the rule goes, after the boom comes the bust – the usual way. Caution 
applies as well. The world runs on an expanding inflationary spiral. The market will revert to 
some average, but not to the extent to sway its long-term direction and mood. 

 

 

Tomáš Zeľo, CFA  
Portfolio Manager - Capital Markets, MiddleCap Group 

Certain areas of global stock market undoubtedly show signs of a stock market bubble. However, 
with a current level of liquidity flows from central banks and uneven economic recovery across 
the globe, such areas might be harder to identify and therefore investors seeking positive alpha 
need to be excessively selective in order to adequately position their portfolios for potential high 
volatility swings once selective bubbles begin to burst. Patience and consistency have been of 
utmost importance during volatile markets, this time shall be no different. 
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